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High frequency (HF) radar can measure ocean parameters, such as the surface current, surface wind and wave characteristics, over the horizon, making it a valuable tool for oceanography. It has a working frequency located in the range from 3 MHz up to 30 MHz. In this frequency band, there are many disturbances. Moreover, the disturbances are time-varying. How to accurately remove these disturbances is an important research subject.

At present, there are two methods used to reduce noise. The first method involves improving antenna design and increasing frequency spectrum monitor (FSM) hardware which can be used to select a suitable low-disturbance frequency segment that can prevent noise from entering the receiver [1–4]. The second method, aimed at the noise in the echo wave, uses signal processing algorithms to reduce sensitivity to disturbance. In fact, noise still exists in the frequency segment in which the radar operates, though improving antenna design and increasing FSM hardware can reduce noise in the source signal [5, 6]. Moreover, antenna improvements cannot prevent strong targets from interfering with weak targets [7, 8]. After considering the system of HF ground wave radar made by Radio Propagation Lab in Wuhan University based on the FSM technique, this paper proposes adaptive methods of restraining noise that exploit the information in the noise signal acquired by FSM hardware. The method can adjust system parameters in real-time to produce optimal noise reduction.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the time-varying noise. Then we illuminate how to acquire noise information by adjusting the working time of FSM hardware. In Sect. 3, we describe the full algorithm, including why we selected a recursive least squares (RLS) filter, what its function is, and why we chose a fast transversal filter (FTF). Section 4 contains the results of computer simulation demonstrating the properties of the new algorithm. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Time-varying disturbances

The disturbances faced in detection target with high frequency surface wave radar (HFSWR) include radar system noise, ocean clutter echo, island echo, zero frequency interference, thunder and meteor interference, ionosphere interference, radio communication interference, the other clutter interference and atmosphere noise interference [9–12]. Because the exterior disturbances are serious, radar system noise is not considered in the paper. The ocean clutter echo is produced through the interaction between high frequency electronic wave and the ocean wave whose wavelength is half of radar wavelength. The first order echo indicates the information of ocean surface current, the second order echo expresses the height of ocean wave which is caused by wind and wave field. The ocean clutter echo which expresses the information of ocean dynamic coefficients is ceaselessly variable, because the ocean surface current and ocean
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wave height are changed ceaselessly. The island echo is similar with the target echo except its Doppler frequency is zero. The information of island echo can be seen in different distance cells because of its big size. The detection of target with low velocity is disturbed by island and land echo [13, 14]. Zero frequency interference is the disturbance located in the zero frequency among Doppler frequency spectrum nearby. It is caused by the frequency synthesizer in radar. The base which is nearby zero frequency in the Doppler frequency spectrum caused by zero frequency interference is driven up. So the zero frequency interference disturbs the target detection intensely. The radio frequency interferences are made by lots of shortwave communication stations and broadcasts which are distributed in the high frequency segment which radar works in. Except the disturbances mentioned above, there are many other clutters and disturbances unknown the caused reason in the radar echo. Those clutters and disturbances distribute more widely in the distance and the Doppler frequency spectrum. The atmosphere disturbance constructs the background noise of ocean echo spectrum mainly. For the action of wind, the atmosphere disturbance commonly is nonstationary stochastic process, moreover its distribution does not satisfy the Gauss distribution. So many disturbances such as atmosphere noise disturbance, radio frequency disturbance, thunder and meteor interference are time-varying [15, 16].

We select the actual data which comes from the Radio Propagation Lab in Wuhan University to extract ocean dynamic parameters at 15:45 on April 13 2004 on the Zhujiajian Island of Zhejiang province in China. The radar parameters are set as follows. Carrying frequency is 7.958 MHz and range resolution is 2.5 km. Sweep period is 0.653 s and coherent integration time is about 13 min. The disturbances faced in detection target are shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Three dimensions figure of the radar actual data.](image)

The disturbances such as ocean clutter, island echo, zero frequency disturbance, possible target are shown in

Fig. 1. Ocean clutter in the near distance cells is stronger that in the far distance cells. The background of far distance cells are weak obviously, and the all kinds of spike disturbances exist all distance cells. The distributions of those disturbances are nonhomogeneous in all distance cells. There are many different disturbances which occupy the zone of nonzero frequency, when the circumstance becomes atrocious. We deal with the time-varying circumstance of radar detection with the proposal which is to detect target.

3. Working time of frequency monitor

In this section, we proceed to show how to generate noise sample through FMS. Firstly, we control the hardware of FMS to scan the whole range in which HF ground wave radar can run effectively. Secondly, we choose some low-disturbance frequency segments according to the output of the first step. Then, we force the transmitter and the receiver to work in these frequency segments. Having finished the work of selecting frequencies, we change the scanning range of FSM so that only the selected frequency segments are scanned. Thus the working time of FSM hardware is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Frequency spectrum monitor time.](image)

Each period is divided into two parts T1, T2. T1 is the duration of radar’s transmission of frequency modulated interrupting continuous wave (FMICW), we wake up the FSM in T2. In the period of T2, the work of FSM is not in the whole range as the initial operation of radar is. It just scans the frequency segments in which radar is working. Control signal is used to realize the switch between T1 and T2. Frequency monitor time shows that FSM works in the T2 period. The transmission of wave is finished in the radar working time T1. There exists one period in which the FSM hardware scans the frequency segments in which radar works. Doing so has two functions. One function is to provide noise sample for adaptive algorithm. The other is to monitor in real-time the noise that exists in these frequency segments in which radar works. If there is serious noise disturbance, the radar should be stopped. Then we repeat the work in the first step. That is to force the FSM hardware to search the whole range in which HF radar can possibly work. After new suitable frequency segments are chosen, the radar can work normally again.
4. Adaptive arithmetic

The basic structure of the adaptive algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. The echo signal includes FMICW signal scattered back and unrelated noise. The combined signal and noise, \( s(n) + N_1(n) \), forms the “primary input” to the adaptive algorithm. The “reference input” receives a noise \( N_2(n) \) which is uncorrelated with the signal but correlated with the noise \( N_1(n) \) in some unknown way. The noise \( N_2(n) \) which is output of FSM is filtered to produce an output, \( y(n) \), that is a close replica of \( N_1(n) \). This output is subtracted from the primary input \( s(n) + N_1(n) \) to produce the system output, \( s(n) + N_1(n) - N_2(n) \). So \( N_1(n) \) existing in echo signal can be suppressed in certain extent.

\[
\begin{align*}
J_3 &= \sum_{k=1}^{n} s_h(k) \left[ x_h(k) - \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_i x_z(k - i) \right]^2, \\
&= \sum_{k=1}^{n} s_h(k) \left[ x_h(k) - w^T x_z(k) \right]^2, \quad (2)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( s_h(k) = \sum_{m=-M}^{M} \beta(m) x_h(k - m), \quad w = [w_1, \ldots, w_m]^T, \) and \( \beta(m) \) is window function. The answer to third-order cost function is determined by the equation

\[
\left[ \sum_{k=1}^{n} s_h(k) x_z(k) x_z^T(k) \right] w = \sum_{k=1}^{n} s_h(k) x_h(k) x_z(k). \quad (3)
\]

Using the knowledge of converse matrix and recursion, we can acquire the adaptive algorithm of RLS based on third-order cumulant as follows.

**Initialization**

\[
P(N_0) = C^{-1}(N_0), \quad (4)
\]

**Renovation**

\[
k = N_0 + 1, N_0 + 1, \ldots
\]

\[
s_h(n) = \sum_{i=-M}^{M} \beta(i) x_h(n + i), \quad (5)
\]
\[ K(n) = \frac{s_h(n)P(n-1)x_z(n)}{\lambda + s_h(n)x_z^2(n)P(n-1)x_z(n)}, \] (6)
\[ a(n) = x_h(n) - x_z^T(n)w(n-1), \] (7)
\[ w(n) = w(n-1) + K(n)a(n), \] (8)
\[ P(n) = \lambda^{-1}P(n-1) - \lambda^{-1}K(n)x_z^T(n)P(n-1). \] (9)

RLS based on the fast transversal filter algorithm can make up for the disadvantage caused by using third-order cumulant. We can process the signal of radar in real-time.

5. Simulating results

In the section, computer simulation results will be examined to demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented algorithm. The following parameters of FMICW signal of HF radar are assumed. Carrier frequency \( f_c = 6 \text{ MHz} \), bandwidth \( B = 40 \text{ kHz} \), time width \( T = 1 \text{ s} \), the number of samples in each period \( N = 1024 \), range resolution \( \Delta R = 3.75 \text{ km} \). We simulate colored noise by means of letting white noise go through the net which has the function of frequency selection.

Its spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. Four targets are located in positions of 153.75 km, 191.25 km, 228.75 km, 266.25 km, respectively. We use general FFT algorithm to process the sample of baseband signal.

The result of processing is shown in Fig. 5. The four targets can be presented by four vertical lines whose frequencies are 41 Hz, 51 Hz, 61 Hz, 71 Hz according to the switch between distance and frequency in the double sides spectrum. Signal to noise ratios (SNR) is 18 dB. We process the sample of baseband signal using adaptive algorithm based on RLS.

The result is shown in Fig. 6. The SNR is 37 dB. It is obvious that the new adaptive algorithm can improve the SNR by reducing the power of noise but not changing the power of signal. We continue to simulate how to suppress the disturbances of sidelobes of strong targets that interfere with the detection of weak targets with the new adaptive algorithm. The four targets are located in positions of 191.25 km, 195 km, 198.75 km, and 202.5 km. The power of the two middle targets is twice as strong as that of the others.

The result of processing of the sample of baseband signal with general FFT algorithm is shown by means of the single spectrum ranging from 0 to 200 Hz in Fig. 7. The two weak signals cannot be shown in Fig. 7. The strong target signal can be treated as noise when the weak target is detected. We add signals of two strong targets that can be reconstructed easily by processing the sample of baseband signal to the reference input of adaptive algorithm.

We can see distinctly the spectrum of the two weak targets located at 191.25 km, 202.5 km in Fig. 8.

For verifying the feasibility of the methods mentioned above, we are processing the actual radar data with the methods. We select the actual data which comes from the Radio Propagation Lab in Wuhan University to extract ocean dynamic parameters at 15:45 on April 13, 2004 on the Zhujiajian Island of Zhejiang province in China. The
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radar parameters are set as follows. Carrying frequency is 7.958 MHz and range resolution is 2.5 km. Sweep period is 0.653 s and coherent integration time is about 13 min. The distance’s cell is the 41th. The results of pre-processing and post processing with the method are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively.

The signal-to-noise ratio is improved with the method. The radar cross-section is variable according to the kinds of vessel. The actual radar data about the detecting targets cannot be gotten easily. So it is difficult to verify the influence of the sidelobe of strong targets on the detection of weak targets.

6. Conclusions

The paper presented a new adaptive algorithm to deal with noise and sidelobe disturbances. The method of adaptive algorithm exploited the FSM hardware effectively while preserving the hardware of HF radar made by Radio Propagation Lab in Wuhan University. With reference to the changes of noise, we can realize the optimal restraint of disturbances in real-time. By replacing the general FFT algorithms in some complex system with algorithms of parallel fast adaptive RLS and KaGET RLS, we can produce more rapid adaptive algorithm in future.
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